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remember being irritated by tutors telling
me to ‘go home and read about it yourself’
and so I try to support my students while
still trying to encourage them to be self
directed.

I accept that just before examinations
students will often switch to a surface
approach6 in their learning, I try to
encourage students to take a deep
approach and to understand what they are
doing and to try to work from principles. I
do think that reward often stimulates
learning; the reward can vary from student
to student whether it is passing an exam,
getting a job or simply learning for one’s
own enjoyment. I am conscious that I have
always been very competitive and I make
great efforts to ensure that I do not stray too
far into a Socratic method11 and risk
humiliating my students.

Tara George
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One of the few bright moments for Labour
politicians slouching grimly towards
electoral doom at this year’s party
conference was the announcement that
GPs will soon be able to refer suspected
cancer patients for key diagnostic tests
within 1 week. This initiative was
applauded by delegates, acclaimed by the
Guardian (‘could save up to 10 000 lives a
year’) and welcomed by cancer charities.1

The president of the Royal College of
General Practitioners hailed it ‘one of the
most important breakthroughs’ for GPs,
claiming that it represented ‘a major vote
of confidence in the ability and
professionalism of GPs who for too long
have been dismissed as the poor relations
of our specialist colleagues’.2

But does early diagnosis confer a better
prognosis? According to the National
Awareness and Early Diagnosis Initiative
(NAEDI), ‘we have known for years that, in
general, the earlier cancer is diagnosed
and treated, the greater are the chances of
a successful outcome’.3 However, we soon
learn that we ‘know’ this in the same way
that generations of doctors ‘knew’ that
bleeding and cupping and purging were
effective therapies. ‘With the exception of
breast cancer’, the promoters of the early
diagnosis initiative admit, ‘there is no solid
evidence for the actual effect of delay on
survival in cancer’.3

But who needs ‘solid’ evidence of an
‘actual’ effect when the power of wishful
thinking can unite desperate politicians
and credulous journalists, medical
entrepreneurs, and a fearful public?
Another NAEDI bulletin reports how the
headline figures of preventable deaths are
derived. ‘Drawing on processes of
elimination and extrapolation’, (the magic
of statistics!), Mike Richards (the
government’s cancer ‘Tsar’) ‘presented his
personal view that advanced stage at
diagnosis is likely to account for at least
50–75% of avoidable cancer deaths’.4

‘Likely’? ‘At least’? ‘50–75%’? Why not
100% — or 0%? But we mustn’t be
pernickety because ‘this equates to
something like 4000—7500 unnecessary
deaths each year’. Yet it seems that a few
earlier scans arranged by GPs can save
10 000 lives — even more than are being
‘unnecessarily’ lost. We seem to have

entered ‘something like’ a parallel
universe.

Professor Richards may be right that
some cancer patients would live for longer
if they were diagnosed earlier. But the
personal conviction of even such a
distinguished oncologist cannot be
regarded as a satisfactory basis for a
major national programme. It is not only
that the benefits of such an initiative need
to be demonstrated, but the potential
harms should also be recognised.

Although the NAEDI bulletin claims that,
exceptionally, there is some evidence for
the benefit of early diagnosis of breast
cancer, there is also evidence of the
adverse effects of mammographic
screening (particularly in terms of
overdiagnosis and overtreatment).5 There
is controversy only over the proportion of
women who experience unnecessary
surgery, radiotherapy, and chemotherapy
as a result of mammography (and the
number is certain to be increased as a
result of another popular announcement
at Brighton — Gordon Brown’s promise to
reduce the age of eligibility for breast
screening).

The notion that GPs will be
‘empowered’ by being enabled to order
investigations is illusory. We are already
becoming mere agents endorsing
demands for recreational screening tests.
Nor can the problem for the public be
reduced to that of the ‘worried well’. The
quest for early diagnosis inexorably
transforms every citizen into a potential
patient. This will not improve health, still
less enable people to achieve that even
more elusive goal of government policy,
‘wellbeing’.
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